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Between the 15th and 16th centuries, assassin's Creed Renaissance Saga (15th to 16th centuries) and assassin's Creed: Brotherhood Although I thought I was learning to live, I had learned to die. , unlike in the game, there is no mention of current events. The novel was published in the UK on 26 November 2009, six days after the publication of Assassin's Creed II, and
published in the US on 23 February 2010, while in Spain it was published on 14 September 2010. Editor summary [edit] edit code] I seek revenge on those who betrayed my family. I am Ezio Auditore da Firenze. I'm a murderer... The young Ezio Auditore, who has betrayed families who rule Florence, Venice and Rome in Renaissance Italy, is launching an epic battle to root out
corruption and restore the honour of his family. To do this, you must learn the art of death. In his path of vengeance and struggle, he finds a cofue that has never been imagined. For his allies, Ezio will become the force that guides them in the pursuit of freedom and justice. To his enemies, a threat dedicated to the destruction of tyrants who abused people. An epic tale of power
and vengeance in which truth is written in blood. Differences with the video game[edit] In the fight against Vieri, in the video game, when Federico appears, he still has a lot of people by his side, in the book Ezio is surrounded by Vieri's men and without allies. When in the game Ezio stays with Paola for a few hours, in the book he stays with her for 3 days. In the game, the Ezio
family is hanged immediately, but in the book they kill petruccio first, then Federico and finally Giovanni. When Ezio kills Uberto Albert, he kills her with a stab wound to the heart, but in the book he kills her by slitting her neck with a hidden blade. Even if it is not vital to the story, Minerva does not mention Desmond in her speech. Curiosity[edit] As soon as Ezio goes to Leonardo,
Leonardo clarifies that he is a vegetarian so that animals are not killed. When Ezio goes into Giovanni's hidden room, he clarifies that the walls and décor resemble his father's studio in Masyaf, but this is not possible because in ACR Masyaf it is full of Templars. Deutsch English Francois Italiano Nederlands – Community content is available through CC-BY-SA, unless otherwise
stated. Assassin's Creed: RenaissancePublicationFormat cover page British English First edition November 23, 2009Editorial BooksNTm pages 582ISBN 9780141046303Yleis fantastic literature and historical novelBzio Auditore Main artistic directionLuoja(s) Oliver BowdenAssassin's Creed Assassin's Creed: Renaissance Assassin's Creed: Brotherhood [edit wikidata data]
'Assassin's Creed: Renaissance is a novel, Based on the 2009 video game Assassin's Creed II, although it is entirely located in 15th century Italy and unlike the game, it has no mention of current events. The novel was published in the UK on 26 November 2009, six days after the publication of Assassin's Creed II, and published in the US on 23 February 2010, while in Spain it
was published on 14 September 2010. [1] Editor's summary I seek revenge on those who betrayed my family. I am Ezio Auditore da Firenze. I'm a murderer... The young Ezio Auditore, who has betrayed families who rule Florence, Venice and Rome in Renaissance Italy, is launching an epic battle to root out corruption and restore the honour of his family. To do this, you must
learn the art of death. In his path of vengeance and struggle, he finds a cofue that has never been imagined. For his allies, Ezio will become the force that guides them in the pursuit of freedom and justice. To his enemies, a threat dedicated to the destruction of tyrants who abused people. An epic tale of power and vengeance in which truth is written in blood. Differences with the
video game In the fight against Vieri, in the video game, when Federico appears, he still has a lot of people left alongside him, in the book Ezio is surrounded by Vieri's men and without allies While in the game Ezio stays for a few hours with Paola, in the book he stays with him for 3 days. In the game, the Ezio family is hanged immediately, but in the book they kill petruccio first,
then Federico and finally Giovanni. When Ezio kills Uberto Albert, he kills her with a stab wound to the heart, but in the book he kills her by slitting her neck with a hidden blade. Even if it is not vital to the story, Minerva does not mention Desmond in her speech. Curiosities As soon as Ezio goes to Leonardo, he clarifies that he is a vegetarian so that animals are not killed. When
Ezio goes into Giovanni's hidden room, he clarifies that the walls and décor resemble his father's studio in Masyaf, but this is not possible because ACR Masyaf is full of Templars. References to Assassin's Creed: Renaissance. Animuspedia, what are you? Retrieved 18 February 2020.  Details: Q2425586 Obtained 12x interest-free12x interest-free12x excluding interestSo free
shipping is weight, price and Del Envío, what are you? © 1996-2014, Amazon.com, Inc. or its subsidiaries
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